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INTRODUCTION

A Legacy Created
Through Commitment
Assigning the right man with the right job promises productivity and growth. World Star Holding understands this very fact and meets the clients’ manpower requirements by offering
skilled labourers and talented employees. World Star Holding has been keen to offer workers
the requisite knowledge, experience and expertise for varying construction, renovation and
maintenance requirements around UAE. We are proud to ﬁnd that the team recruited by us
plays a pivotal role in infrastructure development, business advancement and overall growth
of the country.

ABOUT US
We have been delivering to the manpower needs of companies from
different sectors in the UAE for more than one and a half decades. Our
committed efforts to handpick qualiﬁed individuals for speciﬁc tasks
have been the key factor that made us one of the top entities in the ﬁeld.
We cater for all the regions across the country. Offering the best workforce for both blue collar and white collar jobs, we support companies
involved in different commercial and industrial activities.
World Star Manpower Solutions observes the extant regulations and
policies laid down by the Ministry of Human Resources & Emiratisation
while performing our services in the country. Thus making our services a
cut above the rest by providing both skilled and unskilled manpower as
required by speciﬁc industries and commercial ﬁrms.

VISION
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We envision strong and steady growth by delivering unwavering
support to our clients. Eventually making our organization the
most reliable partner for entities from all the sectors. We expect
our ﬂawlessly designed manpower planning, recruitment, and
management to serve the maximum number of companies around
the Middle-East.

MISSION
Our mission is to turn into one of the top manpower solutions ﬁrms
across the globe. Spreading our wings beyond boundaries, by
providing skilled and unskilled men for white collar and blue-collar
jobs, we focus to be one of the top internationally recognized
manpower solutions ﬁrms.
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Mr. Nishad Hussain
Chairman, World Star Holding
A visionary leader and committed
entrepreneur, Mr. Nishad Hussain
has been a renowned name in the
UAE business spectrum. He makes
it a point to go the extra mile, to
achieve the intended result and
deliver optimal services to the
clients. Diversiﬁcation of the
investment and introduction of
new focus areas has been his
brainchild. Constantly motivating
the team and encouraging them to
give a little extra has been the driving force behind the growth of
World Star Manpower Solutions.

Ms. Haseena Nishad
Managing Director, World Star Holding
Ms. Haseena Nishad has been the
pivotal person in the growth of World
Star Holding since 2008. Subsequent
to her relocation to this promising land,
UAE. Ms. Haseena has been involved in
decision-making & implementing novel
initiatives. A mother, entrepreneur &
philanthropist, she maintains a healthy
balance between the multiple roles she
handles. The epitome of mompreneurship, she has been a motivation for
women and youth. World Star Manpower Solutions is scaling new heights of
success under her brilliant leadership.

MANPOWER SERVICES

AREA OF

BLUE COLLAR
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Workforce
to Shoulder
Your
Availability of skilled and unskilled workforce has been a concern for companies in construction,
maintenance and renovation industries. Lack of adequate manpower has been hampering the
optimal development prospects. The UAE’s visionary regime has been shifting the prime focus
from oil and gas-based industries to other sectors. A plan to fortify the economy by becoming the
global leader in varied business ﬁelds. World Star Manpower Solutions could serve many companies from diverse industries, by offering blue-collar manpower on a long-term and short-term
basis.
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Our Men will
Construct Your
Dreams

CIVIL

MANPOWER SERVICES

Civil constructions are the essential facet for the development of any region. Both skilled and

WHITE
COLLAR

unskilled workforce under the guidance and supervision of architects, designers and developers
should work in tandem to conclude the construction in the scheduled period. We have been the
leading manpower solutions ﬁrm serving companies in the civil construction sphere. Our database consists of men with qualiﬁcations to perform varying requirements during infrastructure
development activities. We can help you with any development needs, including laying out new

MANPOWER SERVICES

roads, erection of skyscrapers, deployment of new bridges, design and build of dams,

Talented professionals with keen interest and efﬁciency are the mainstay of any

renovation of existing structures and whatnot.

organization. We make it a point that shortage of manpower should not impede
the development of any company. World Star Manpower Solutions provides

OUR CIVIL WORKFORCE INCLUDES

qualiﬁed men and women, who would be instrumental in the success of the ﬁrm.
We mobilize employees, with the qualiﬁcations the client seeks, in the shortest
possible time. Our white-collar manpower services has been the power source
behind the enriched performance of many ﬁrms across the UAE. Meeting the
needs of the entities in a quick time, ensures uninterrupted functioning.

Civil Helpers

Steel Fixers

Finishing Carpenters

Wooden Painters

Spray Painters

Riggers

Shuttering Carpenters

Cleaners

Painters

Masons

Scaffolders

Civil Foremen
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MECHANICAL
M A N P OW E R S E R V I C E S

Proﬁcient Team is Our Promise
A proﬁcient team of electricians is a vital requirement for the completion of the project in time, as

Steel Fabricators
Aluminum Fabricators

Skilled Technicians
to Handle Your
Mechanical
Works
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PipeFitters
Scaffolders
Electricians

well as, to ensure proper cabling, installation of switches, lights, equipment and accessories,
and error-free functioning of systems.
We are obliged to provide the electrical manpower, as sought by the client, without any ﬂaws.
The team would manage and execute all the electrical works on the project in the deﬁned
period. Whatever is the type of electrical jobs you have, we would render exemplary support,
with the following types of electricians we have:

Duct Men
Commercial Plumbers
Residential Plumbers

ELECTRICAL

MANPOWER SOLUTIONS

Installation, maintenance and repair of mechanical systems require qualiﬁed manpower with
adequate experience. We offer a team of experts with qualiﬁcations in the relevant ﬁelds, who
would become a key player in your company.

Roofers
GasFitters

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Installation

Construction

Automotive

Marine

Apprentice

Highway Systems

Journeymen

Master

Maintenance

We have been keen on recruiting workforce only after exhaustive analysis of their background
and evaluation of their skills. This judicious approach has helped us in delivering what we promise.
We provide manpower for all the works in a project including plumbing, ﬁtting, fabrication, and
rooﬁng. We offer a team of efﬁcient employees, on both long-term and short-term contracts.

SteamFitters
Elevator Installers
& Repairers

Professionalism
on Every Work

FIT-OUT WORKS

Proven Expertise to
Perform the Tasks
The world economy directly depends on the oil and gas industry. Fluctuations in crude oil prices
can impact the budget of every country. It can lead to inﬂations and severe damage to the economic infrastructure. Our men can help you maintain the production level by delivering you a
seamless service. We have qualiﬁed and trained manpower with experience in the oil and gas

We have men experienced in ﬂooring, furnishing, painting, gypsum board installation,
and all the tasks on construction and infrastructure development projects. They would
shoulder the responsibility of completing the work on time.

industry. Furthermore, we assure a quick turnaround of the manpower, as per your directives. The
hassle-free process would be beneﬁcial for you to focus on the production statistics and other
business-related needs.

Our team puts wholehearted efforts to support the clients in the best possible way.

Our company understands the growing demand for professional employees with expertise in the

Having a dedicated attitude, their efﬁcient work would help you to conclude the project

oil and gas industry. We can be your right support to meet manpower requirements without any

in the decided time frame.

lacunae. The proﬁcient professional team with us include:

OIL & GAS
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Professionalism on Every Work

Professionalism
on Every Work

World Star Manpower Solutions will provide you with skilled men with optimistic traits,
who would become an integral part of your mission. We offer any number of labourers
according to your needs, at the most affordable rates. Our team of ﬁt-out workers
include the following skilled professionals:

Gypsum Carpenters
Finishing Painters

Finishing Carpenters

Operational Managers

Pipeline Personnel

Project Engineers

Inspectors

Planners and Schedulers

Safety Personnel

Technicians

Supervisors

Procurement Professionals

Technical Helpers

GPS Operators

Drivers

Contract Administrators

Process Engineers

DCS Operators

Cost Controllers

Design Engineers

Drilling Personnel

Offshore staff

Draftsmen
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CLEANING
SERVICES

Offering
Hygienic Spaces &
Healthy Surroundings

We offer professional cleaners with ample experience in the ﬁeld. Our team, under the supervision of a

Pools

dedicated manager, would turn your premises clean

Grounds

and shining.

Sports Complexes

Hygiene has become the paramount factor for public

Ofﬁces

and private spaces nowadays. The pandemic scenar-

Showrooms

io has ampliﬁed the necessity to maintain healthy
surroundings.
We use selected cleaning solutions and innovative

High-rise
Warehouses

cleaning accessories to make every nook and corner

Medical Facilities

perfectly clean. The team for the service undergoes

Schools

exhaustive training and brieﬁng before being
employed on the job. We have exclusively trained

Factories

manpower to undertake cleaning activities of varying

Airports

premises.

Government Facilities
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OTHER
MANPOWER
RESOURCES

Storekeepers
Delivery Men
Tailors
Mineworkers

Manpower for Any Need, Anytime, Anywhere

Recycling Workers
Loaders

Blue-collar workers with a committed attitude are the soul of every construction,
infrastructure development, or industrial project. The shortage of reliable men with

Stockers

capability has been impacting many projects.

Material Handlers

World Star Manpower Solutions can help you with the blue-collar workforce for any

Sanitary Workers

kind of job requirements. We assure comprehensive support to meet the project timelines.
We have an extensive reach across the UAE, to offer exceptional support to our clients.

Food Processing
Workers
Heavy Lifters
Warehouse Packers
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EDUCATION
BANKING
Qualified Team for Your Banking Jobs
A banking job needs trustworthy employees, with qualiﬁcations in the relevant ﬁeld. Imagine the
complications that may arise when you start looking for the right team for the white-collar job.
We can resolve your concern. We are proud to have a pool of experienced and knowledgeable
workforce ready to take up the responsible banking job. They can be your best bet, who would
manage and execute the plans and render efﬁcient functioning of the bank.
Understanding the banking sector thoroughly, our team would generate a positive outlook for
the bank by hospitable interactions with the clients, the performance of the tasks without any
glitches and the conclusion of the activities as scheduled.

Education is the Strength of Every Nation
Our talented and trained educators, teachers, counsellors, teaching assistants, tutors and other
professionals from the education sector, have been the mainstay of many educational institutions.
We have teachers with expertise in exclusive pedagogical methodologies to perform the teaching
in the best way. It would elevate the quality of your educational institution and spread the word
about it to farther distances.
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IT

Be a Part of the Digital Revolution

HEALTHCARE

A known fact is that the country with prowess in digital technology will have excellent economic

Healthy Citizens make a Country Healthy

oil and gas to the digital sphere.

Healthcare professionals with immense knowledge and experience in the industry are essential
for every country. Setting up hospitals, clinics, diagnostic centers, laboratories and medical
research centers need a team with in-depth knowledge in the relevant ﬁeld.

growth in the near future. Understanding this aspect, the UAE has already shifted the focus from

Skilled IT experts, developers, web designers, coders, app developers etcetera are going to
transform the face of the country. We have recognized this quantum shift well ahead of our
counterparts. We could recruit experts from the digital world, for providing inimitable service to
our clients.

We are ready to deploy healthcare professionals, according to the client’s demand, in a quick
time. Let it be for short-term or long-term, the healthcare team would render you optimal support
during their tenure with your organization.

We guarantee an excellent panel of experts to support the design, development, and maintenance of your IT plans.
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MARKETING
Plan, Promote, Publicize and Grow

FACILITY
MANAGEMENT
Experienced Team for Efficient Services
We assure you of comprehensive support throughout. WSH professionals would handle all the

Marketing is vital for the growth of any entity. Online and ofﬂine marketing is important to

tasks like disinfection, sanitation, cleaning, security, and maintenance. To keep your premises

generate a buzz about the brand and connect the right customer with it.

healthy, safe and germ-free.

Marketing professionals with a broad understanding of the market and out of the box

Offering reliable and trusted services since inception, we earned a credible identity for facility

advertising ideas are instrumental in formulating promising campaigns. We can provide a

management services across the UAE.

selected marketing team to meet your online and ofﬂine marketing needs.
Our team would be a pivotal part of your advertising campaigns, to create word of mouth
publicity and establish a strong identity for the brand.
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We focus on delivering trustworthy and cost-effective services.

FACILITY
MANAGEMENT

Our manpower solutions system has been set up focusing on
this aspect. Garnering widespread publicity and approval,
through committed performance, we became one of the

Let us manage your facilities professionally. We have qualiﬁed and experi-

leading workforce providers in the UAE.

Why

enced professionals capable of delivering exceptional services. Our team has
been serving varying sectors.

Our team of blue-collar and white-collar professionals and
skilled and unskilled laborers will shoulder the responsibility
and help accomplish the project as per the schedule. Offering

Aviation

Hospitality

Banking

Retail

Telecom

Residential

Commercial Industries

the fastest turnaround and 24x7 support, we are the ideal one
for your manpower needs.
Dedicated to providing comprehensive services, we provide
vocational training to the workers, supply them with food,
accommodation and transport and make sure that they are
compliant with all the latest industry standards. World Star
Manpower Solutions stands for quality, performance and
affordability.
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Discussions

Sourcing

On reaching out to us, our professionals will undertake a

We would identify the qualiﬁed personnel from our data-

detailed discussion with you. This would enlighten us

base. Only the most suitable ones, according to the

regarding your manpower requirements, including the

requirements you shared during the discussions, would be

speciﬁc qualiﬁcations, the number of labours, the time

chosen. We assure you that the workforce we provide

duration and other subtle aspects.

would be the soul of your project.

Analysis

Introduction

Our core team would examine each of the handpicked

We offer comprehensive services and make sure that the

professionals before deploying them for your project. The

workforce gets a clear idea about the project, the company

one-to-one interview and interaction would be useful for

they are going to work for, the time frame and other

obtaining a clear insight into the individuals and their

relevant details. We would introduce the men to you on the

capabilities.

ﬁrst day.

Support

How do

Our support would be constant throughout the entire
project period. The team from World Star Manpower
Soluions would maintain a close interaction and ascertain
the scenario frequently. We would assist you in case of
any additional needs during the period.

Meticulous System for Guaranteed Results
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Q UA L I T Y P O L I C Y & AC C R E D I TAT I O N S

OUR MAJOR

World Star Manpower Solutions has been supporting ﬁrms in the UAE with meticulous manpower services. Our constant focus has been to remain the top entity that
complies with the promises made. We have been bestowed with several recognitions and accreditations for the matchless service support we provide.
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Expo 2020 Link - Dubai Metro,
Dubai

INFRASTRUCTURE

Dubai Tram, Dubai

Midfield Terminal
Complex, Abu Dhabi
Airport

Palm Island, Dubai

PROJECTS

Umm Lafina Bridge,
Reem Island

Etihad Rail, UAE

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Louvre Museum, Abu Dhabi

Sheikh Zayed Bridge, Dubai

Shams Bridge, Abu Dhabi

CONSTRUCTION

Dubai Mall, Dubai

PROJECTS

Fujairah International
Airport, Fujairah

The Sheikh Zayed Grand
Mosque, Abu Dhabi
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Deira Waterfront, Dubai

Future Museum, Dubai

CONSTRUCTION

Reem Mall, Reem Island
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Sea World, Abu Dhabi

New Al Ain Hospital,
Al Ain

Warner Bros, Yas Island
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Noor Energy Solar Power
Project, Dubai

POWER & UTILITY
PROJECTS

Taweelah Desalination
Plant, Abu Dhabi

Hatta Hydroelectric Project,
Dubai

Hassyan Power Plant,
Dubai

SWAP - BEE'AH Project,
Sharjah

Al Dhafra Solar Project,
Abu Dhabi
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Clients are the
Soul of Our Growth

Spreading our wings to diverse business sectors, we render services in
varying ﬁelds. We also have established different entities for serving the
clients in the best way. Our sister concerns from other business sectors are:

World Star General Contracting L.L.C.
World Star Real Estate

AL MIFTAH

R

BUILDING CLEANING

MBZZARAH CONCRETE CARPENTER CONT

World Star Facility Management

World Stars Tech. Cont. L.L.C.

ASHBILIA

OIL FIELDS EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE SERVICES

ALAM AL NEJOUM
S I N C E

1 9 7 4

A M I R A H C O N S T R U C T I O N E Q U I P M E N T R E N TA L

CLIENTELE

We are happy to assist many of the eminent organizations from different industries and business sectors. It

OUR

Our Sister
Concerns
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gives us immense pleasure and swells our hearts with pride, to be fortunate to deliver support and service to
such elite entities. We are thankful to the esteemed clientele for giving us an opportunity to serve them.
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GET IN TOUCH

SHARJAH
P.O. Box: 98044
+971 6 7677770

CONTACT US.
sales@worldstars.ae
www.worldstars.ae

+971 5 07778779
DUBAI
P.O. Box: 112157
+971 4 3300604

ABU DHABI
P.O. Box: 93230
+971 2 6661110

FUJAIRAH
P. O. Box: 98044
+971 9 6061234

OUR

CLIENTELE

AL AIN
P. O. Box: 93230
+971 3 7374700

BRANCHES

